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INCLUDES

Ø PVC Housing w/Cover

Ø Fan Unit

Ø Temp Controller (On/Off/Variable Speed)

Ø Mounting Hardware

OPTIONAL

Ø Grill for Intake

Ø 4" Adapter

Ø Various Duct Accessories
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MOST  COMMON  USE  & APPLICATION

Attic

Equipment

Closet

OR

Note:  It is strongly recommended to never vent to the attic or outside the home/building.  You will be removing ‘conditioned’ air 
which should instead be directed to the HVAC return system or to another part of the home/building.
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CLOSET VENT SYSTEM

This system is designed as a professional, automated, self 
contained closet ventilation system.  It mounts inside the closet 
and includes everything in one enclosure, simply connect the 
appropriate ducting, plug the unit in and set the controller and 
done!  Features an aggressive and variable speed 4" duct fan 
for venting aggressively but also quietly.

Configurations  The most common configuration 

is the intake mounted on the face covered with a 

grill.  However, can also pull air for all sides and 

the back of the unit if desired.  The exhaust is 

very similar with the flexibility, vent up, down, out 

the back or side.

Installation  The installer will have to cut the 

desired openings (intake and exhaust) using a 4-

4¼" hole saw, run the duct and connect to fan, 

mount the unit to the wall, run and connect 

ducting, plug it in, set the controller and done!

Unit is mounted high in the closet, hot air is pulled in 
through the vent on the front and exhausted either 
through the wall or into the attic and either to the HVAC 
return or to another room or area.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: L 25" x W 12" x H 9" (63.5x30.5x22.8cm)

Fan Type: Inline  / 4"/ 120V AC / Electronic Control

Controller: Programmable w/Display / Variable Speed

Airflow: Max 117cfm (At full Speed)

Noise:* Max 28db (At full Speed)

* Noise with Fan Unit Exposed. With ducting attached and cover in place
  noise is reduced significantly.
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